A floating or fixed structure where passengers can board a boat
Use caution when approaching __ or other boats
__ are designed for moving between bodies of water with different levels
Kayaks and __ are small boats for one or two people, usually unpowered
A parking lot for boats where you can buy fuel or supplies
Offshore __ boats can have four or more powerful motors
Massive recreational boats that are owned by the wealthy
A paddleboat uses pedals like a __ to turn a rotary paddle for propulsion
A medium or large cruiser is best for deep sea or sport __
__ boats have two or more air cylinders for flotation and stability
__ reports should always be checked before going boating
A boat should always be __ from the front to align it with winds or currents
Wear a personal floatation device to reduce the risk of __
A __ boat may be open or have a cabin for recreation or sleeping
You should sit facing __ in order to row a boat
What pushes a motorboat through the water; also known as a screw
__ are moved by the wind and have been used for thousands of years
A belly boat allows a fisherman to maneuver around a lake partially--
The draft of a ship is the measure of the bottom of the boat to the __
The U.S. __ __ patrols coastal and offshore waters for boaters in distress
Buoy and GPS are common __ aids when boating
A boat horn can be used when __, crossing or meeting another boat
Many lakes are actually __ with a dam at the downstream side
Jet-Skis and personal __ require extra care to avoid collisions
Turbine-powered __ skim across the top of the water at high speeds
Follow all state, federal and international boating __ for your safety
__ requires a small, fast boat to pull the tow line
__ involves a surfboard modified to hold the bottom of a hand-held sail
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